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What the DeVos confirmation
means for WW and CP schools

"I would
imagine that
there is probably
a gun in the
schools to protect
from potential
grizzlies."
~Betsy DeVos,

Education Secretary

By Keith Swanson

Events Calendar

Rarely has a confirmation hearing
for a Secretary of Education nominee been as contentious as it was
this week with Betsy DeVos. Now
that she has been confirmed by a
51-50 vote in the Senate, what does
it mean for us here in the valley?
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In December I had a chance to pose that question to NEA President Lily EskelsonGarcia at a conference in San Antonio. Her answer was short.
“Money,” she said. “Control over a lot of money."
Eskelson Garcia elaborated that strings are always attached to federal dollars as
they make their way to the states and ultimately to local districts. In the case of
DeVos, these federal strings could pressure states to divert public education funding to charter schools, as well as private schools through voucher programs. This is
what DeVos used her influence to do in Michigan, and a voucher bill was just introduced into Congress, so it is not an idle concern.
In her new position, much of the $70 Billion DeVos will now oversee comes to our
districts through funding for Title I and the Individuals with Disabilities Act (IDEA).
At her confirmation hearing, DeVos seemed unfamiliar with what IDEA actually is.
According to the Washington Post, “DeVos said that states should have the right to
decide whether to enforce IDEA, but when Sen. Maggie Hassan (D-N.H.) later told
her that IDEA is a federal civil rights law and asked DeVos if she stood by her statement that it was up to the states to follow it, DeVos responded, ‘Federal law must
be followed where federal dollars are in play.’ Hassan then asked, ‘So were you
unaware when I just asked you about the IDEA that it was a federal law?’ DeVos
responded, ‘I may have confused it.’”
Another question is what becomes of the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), which
educators lobbied hard to enact as a replacement for No Child Left Behind (NCLB).
Story continues on Page 2
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WWVEA Purpose
1) To develop and promote
through collective bargaining a continuing program to
improve:
 Salaries
 Fringe benefits
 Working conditions
 and Instruction.
2) To unify and enable
members to speak with a
common voice on matters
pertaining to the education
profession and to present
their individual and common interests.
3) To hold property and
funds and to employ a staff
for the attainment of these
purposes.
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DeVos confirmation...Cont’d from p.1
Another question is what becomes of the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA),
which educators lobbied hard to enact as a replacement for No Child Left Behind
(NCLB).
“A few hours after the confirmation (of DeVos),” writes State Superintendent
Chris Reykdal in a letter posted on the OSPI website, “the U.S. House of Representatives voted to repeal certain rules for the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA).
The rules clarify how ESSA will be implemented in regard to teacher preparation
programs and how schools and districts measure success.”
Reykdal added, “I will continue to advocate for public schools and public school
students.”
The promise of ESSA has been that it will give the authority back to states on
testing and evaluation. What its partial repeal means is not yet clear.
If DeVos, who acknowledges having no experience as a student, parent, teacher or
administrator in public schools, chooses to retain control over testing and teacher
evaluation, and decides to withhold Title I and IDEA funding unless states offer
voucher programs sending public dollars to private schools, the impact to our local public schools could be significant.
These following links contain more information:
Here is Al Franken questioning DeVos at her confirmation hearing, and here is his
follow-up testimony in the Senate about DeVos’ pending confirmation
Here is Lily Eskelson Garcia responding afterwards to DeVos’ confirmation.

What does the Department of Education do?
The Department of Education in its current form was elevated in status by the
Carter Administration in 1979. It now employs more than 4,000 workers.
It’s purpose is to help to enforce federal education and civil rights laws, and to
control funding and accountability for several federal programs, most notably the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA), which includes the Title I program.

Why Membership Matters
Here are just a sampling of the
benefits we receive due to our
membership the WEA and the
WWVEA:


Class size limits and overload pay



Paid leave days when
you are sick or bereaved



Personal leave days

Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker signs “right to work” legislation in 2015 which has
led to a 40% reduction in union membership in that state.



A grievance procedure if
you have been wronged

“Right to Work” vs. “Fair Share”: Federal
changes likely to impact unions in Washington



Duty-free lunches and
planning time



TRI pay for the extra
work you do



Insurance benefits



Legal protections if you
get sued or accused



A voice in setting the
school calendar



Professional development / supplies funding



A 7.5 hour work day



A collective bargaining
agreement



Continuing employment
protections



A state-wide salary
schedule with steps for
wage increases



An evaluation process
that is fair



And virtually everything
else related to your job
has been negotiated too

By Keith Swanson
The labels “Right to Work” and
“Freedom to Work” sound good, but
they are often followed derisively with
the words “for less.”
This is because “Right to Work” laws
reduce the influence of unions by giving
people the benefits of unionnegotiated contracts and protections
without having to pay the union dues
that make those benefits possible.
Workers who get these benefits paid
for by other workers are known as
“free riders.”
The goal of proponents of “Right to
Work” laws is that as fewer people pay
their dues, the unions become less
effective, which leads to reduced pay
and benefits, which then leads to even
fewer people willing to participate in a
union that now has little influence.

Today there are 27 states that allow
workers to reap the benefits of union
negotiations without contributing to
the effort.
Here in Washington, teachers, firefighters, police officers, and other state employees belong to the major “public
sector” unions. and are required to
either join their associations or to pay
what is called an agency fee.
But that could change via the Supreme
Court or with new legislation being
introduced in Congress.
Why should you care?
The pending changes in makeup of the
U.S. Supreme Court will likely overturn
“fair share” laws. This would have happened in 2016 with the Friedrichs case
were it not for Antonin Scalia’s untimely death.

“Right to Work” laws are therefore
profitable for employers as wages and
benefits are depressed.

The U.S. Congress and Trump Administration might also pass national “Right
to Work” legislation, which is currently
being introduced in the House.

Washington state is currently a “Fair
Share” state, also known as “Agency
Fee Payer” and does not allow for “free
riders” in a union workplace.

If this happens, the key to staying
strong will be to make sure our members know that their membership
matters. (Please see right column.)
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WWVEA Marketplace: For Sale or For Free
Marketplace
Marketplace Ads are run in The
Valley Voice in the order received.
Your ads:
 must be 200 characters or
less (45 words)

Your
ad

here

 run for 1 week unless
otherwise requested
 are subject to approval of
the WWVEA Executive
Board and may be edited
for length

Or here

 should be sent to Keith at
wwveakeith@gmail.com.
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